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President’s Report

By Alan Clayton

The Continuing Legacy of the Judith Eardley Save Wildlife Association
Members and Friends will have heard reference to the three pillars of the Friends of the Helmeted
Honeyeater: namely Healthy Place, Healthy Bird and Healthy Organisation. The healthy place pillar
refers to the size and quality of the habitat necessary to sustain nesting Helmeted Honeyeaters in the
wild. As we are all aware the primary reason for the decline of the historic range of the Helmeted
Honeyeater (formerly from north of Healesville down
to Westernport) has been the remorseless clearing
of riparian habitat for agriculture and associated
purposes. Recently there has been the
announcement that an additional 40 hectares of
high-quality habitat land for Helmeted Honeyeaters
and the lowland Leadbeater’s Possums has been
added to the Yellingbo Nature Conservation Area.
This is a wonderful addition to and expansion of the
YNCA. What has not been reported is the back
story that the funds for the purchase of this addition, from the State Government, were largely
secured by the persistent lobbying efforts of our previous president, Bob Anderson. The most
significant addition to the size of the YNCA has come from an amazing local initiative, the herculean
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efforts of the Judith Eardley Save Wildlife Association (JESWA). From an iconic shop in the centre of
Healesville, JESWA, generated several million dollars that supported a range of environmental
initiatives in Australia, Papua New Guinea,
Vietnam and China. This initiative was led the
self-effacing but tenacious Peter Hannaford
and Jeanne Wilcox, the dynamic store
manager. Significant in these efforts were
successive grants to increase the size of the
YNCA. In 2005, JESWA provided $305,000 for
the purchase of 22 hectares of land abutting
the southwest boundary of the YNCA which is
now known as the Judith Eardley Reserve. It is
this land which supported the most successful
From the left Jeanne Wilcox, Peter Hannaford, Steve Mitchell and
of the 2021 releases, with nine of the ten birds
Sue Tardif
released into this area still being observed
Image: A Clayton
there in June 2022.
In 2009, JESWA put up $80,000 to purchase former piggery land on the floodplain of the Woori
Yallock Creek, near to the confluence with the Cockatoo Creek, known as the 3.2hectare site. The
remaining $75,000 was provided by the State Government. The State Government grant was assisted
by the intervention of local member Tammy Lobato and Tim Heenan of the Shire of Yarra Ranges.
JESWA also contributed $100,000 for linking the YNCA to Kurth Kiln via a wildlife corridor along
Shepherd Creek. Another major contribution occurred in 2018, following the sale of the JESWA shop
in Healesville, with a major part of the proceeds being directed to the purchase of 19.7 hectares of
high-quality habitat adjoining the YNCA. This is now known as the Jeanne Wilcox Reserve and stands
as a memorial to a dedicated and feisty warrior for the environment.

The story could have ended there…
However, last week I received a message
from Peter Hannaford that further support for
habitat acquisition was coming. Since closing
the Healesville store, Peter has continued to
generate funds for environmental causes
through his scaled-down bookshop in Yarra
Glen. Visiting Peter in his bookshop I was
handed a cheque for $400,000. This came
from a distribution from the will of Susie May
Stevens who was a regular visitor to the
JESWA store in Healesville.

Peter Hannaford (left) handing over the cheque to Alan Clayton
Image: Stewart Chambers
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The song ‘From Little Things Big Things Grow’, co-written by Paul Kelly and Kev Carmody, references
the story of the walk-off from Wave Hill station by the Gurindji people, led by Vincent Lingiari, and its
impact upon the struggle for land rights in Australia by indigenous people. It also represents an apt
expression for the tide for good flowing from a Healesville store and a Yarra Glen bookshop and the
legacy of a quiet but big-hearted Australian in Peter Hannaford and his wonderful band of volunteer
helpers led by former store-manager Jeanne Wilcox. We are truly grateful for, and are forever in the
debt of, the Judith Eardley Save Wildlife Association.

Out in the Field
By Bruce Quin

@ Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve
2022 release of birds from captivity

Two groups of three birds including genetically diverse individuals from Healesville Sanctuary’s captive colony
were released on 11 and 12 May 2022 at the south end of a Cockatoo Swamp site in Yellingbo Nature
Conservation Reserve after spending one night in an on-site aviary. We had
hoped they would form territories at the south end. On those mornings the
aviary door was opened soon after 9am and both groups moved north from the
aviary presumably because they heard Helmeted Honeyeaters in that direction.
This showed that no matter how much we plan for an outcome, the birds may
do something which is not consistent with the plan! The aviary wasn’t in a
Helmeted Honeyeater territory, but the birds moved through existing Helmeted
Honeyeater territories where they would have contended with aggression from
resident birds.On the morning of 12 May, the three birds released the previous
day were seen at feed stations approximately 200 metres north of the aviary (in
the centre of the site) and the three ‘freshly’ released birds were first sighted at
the station immediately north of the aviary. Later in the day one of the birds
released that morning was seen at one of the central stations. Subsequently,
Two of the 2022 Yellingbo release
the release birds have proven difficult to sight except on 17 May when Andrew
birds at a supplementary feed station
Silcocks was able to observe five of them not far north of the aviary. One has
post-release, a Helmeted Honeyeater
been seen a couple of times since at a feed station in the centre of the site and
and genetic rescue bird.
across the other side of the swamp. However, with the extent of Eucalyptus
Image: A Silcocks
ovata flowering across the site, these birds could have been missed on other
days.
It’s early days for the 2022 Yellingbo release but the 2021 release of birds from Zoos Victoria’s captive
population into Yellingbo has gone extremely well with nine of the 10 birds released on 6 August 2021 into the
Judith Eardley Save the Wildlife block still alive eight and a half months post-release. The only bird lost was a
male Helmeted Honeyeater who succumbed to advanced Aspergillosis, a
fungal respiratory infection. A big thank you to everyone involved in the
Take care and best wishes -Bruce
Yellingbo releases and all other aspects of the Recovery Program.
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Tribute for Helena

A Helmeted Honeyeater legend with a legacy

The female Helmeted Honeyeater, known as Helena, was a legend in her
lifetime and her legacy will continue to contribute to Heho conservation.
Hatched
Banded
Died
Sequenced

date unknown, Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve
Helena in 2011

26 October 2010, as an adult

Image: M Serong

27 February 2018, Healesville Sanctuary
complete genome sequenced and published in March 2022

Helena (pm:uk; B80296) was individualised when colour bands were applied to her legs 2010. She
was caught for this process and DNA-sampling at a Cockatoo Swamp location in Yellingbo Nature
Conservation Reserve on 26 October 2010. Her code reflects the colour of bands applied to her legs
- light green over metal/silver on the left leg and mauve over fluoro pink on the right leg. Each colour
band has a symbol allocated by the Australian Bird and Bat Banding Scheme and the metal/silver
band has a unique number, hers was 043-00510. By the beginning of the
2011/2012 breeding season, she had shifted about 1.5 km downstream to
another Cockatoo Swamp site where she paired with a five-year-old, captivebred male Henry (cmubp) released into Yellingbo in 2007, forming an
exceptionally successful breeding partnership.
Two successful nesting attempts in her first breeding season resulted in two
fledglings, including a captive-bred chick that was fostered into her fourth nest.
Helena and Henry produced two more fledglings in the following year, the
2012/2013 breeding season. A Helmeted Honeyeater pair produces on
average one to two fledglings per season. But a second successful nest the
following season was a sign of things to come: an exceptional three fledglings
Henry several years before
from three eggs! The two chicks in the third and final nest of the 2013/2014
breeding season were presumed predated, but nonetheless Helena and Henry
Image: M Serong
contributed a total of four fledglings that year.
As the 2014/2015 and 2015/2016 breeding seasons unfolded, continuing extraordinary breeding

forming a successful breeding
partnership with Helena

success was witnessed for Helena and Henry—all three nest attempts of both seasons succeeded.
Five of the six nest attempts each produced two fledglings, and the last nest of the 2014/2015
breeding season produced this pair’s second brood of three fledglings: 13 fledglings in two seasons!
This prolific reproduction by Helena and Henry continued into the 2016/2017 breeding season, the
first nest yielding at least one fledgling, although the second perished around the time it was leaving
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its nest. The legendary pair achieved seven consecutive successful
nest attempts across three breeding seasons! However, this nest in
2016/2017 was to be their last—Henry and an offspring disappeared
during a very windy weekend. On the morning of Monday 10 October
2016, only Helena and two other males could be found feeding one
fledgling despite both nestlings and Henry being accounted for on
the previous Friday. One of those males was to become Helena’s
next mate and their first nest attempt as a pair resulted in two
fledglings! Their remaining two nests for the 2016/2017 breeding
Helena some years after 2011 with an
season failed and only one fledgling was produced by them during
altered band combination
the 2017/2018 breeding season. Helena’s breeding output that
Image: N Bradsworth
season may have been hampered by her illness, which showed as
lameness and inactivity, confirmed in February 2018.
Diana Robledo Ruiz’s genetic analyses showed that there is no record of Helena ever cheating on
Henry. Nor is there any record of either male being unfaithful to her. And both males were as
unrelated to her as they could be in this small population, so she chose her mates smartly.
In summary, Helena bred during seven breeding seasons (2011-2012 to 2017-2018). In her lifetime
she out-lived one mate, produced 24 of her own fledglings and successfully fostered a captive-bred
nestling.14 of her offspring reached at least two years of age. She is one of only two birds known to
have produced two broods of three fledglings during the intensive Recovery Program (1989 to the
present). She is survived by three offspring at Yellingbo, one of which produced two fledglings with a
‘genetically diverse’ bird from the genetic rescue program during the 2021/2022 breeding season.
During the 2020-2021 breeding season, another daughter–now presumed deceased–produced two
fledglings with a genetically diverse male. Helena was euthanised at Healesville Sanctuary’s
Australian Wildlife Health Centre on 27 February 2018 to alleviate her suffering from periarticular gout
and nephropathy. It was a privilege to watch Helena produce so many fledglings and contribute to
the recovery of the Helmeted Honeyeater population at Yellingbo! Her legacy has one last element the DNA sequence of her genome will be used to further knowledge and conservation of Helmeted
Honeyeaters. By Bruce Quin
Professor Paul Sunnucks of the School of Biological Sciences at Monash University says:

“Helena now joins a currently very select group of species having very highly intact and complete genome sequences
('chromosome-level assemblies') - this is a world-class bird genome.
The genome has many different uses for Helmeted Honeyeater conservation management and will be an extremely valuable
resource supporting all the other data we have on Helmeted Honeyeaters and the other subspecies of Yellow-tufted honeyeaters,
especially as genetic rescue unfolds. It will be very important as our team including soon-to-be-Dr Diana Robledo Ruiz and Dr
Sasha Pavlova go forward with analysing all the amazing data that you have all helped to develop, including bird data lovingly
collected over 30 years or more. It will greatly value-add to the whole genome resequencing supported by the Helen Macpherson
Smith Trust. Zoos Victoria and DELWP contribute in so many ways to our efforts, and we all know where the Helmeted Honeyeater
would be without the Friends of the Helmeted honeyeater!”
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Translocation News
By Nick Bradsworth

@O’Shannassy River, Yarra Ranges National Park
It has been busy times for Helmeted Honeyeaters at the O’Shannassy Catchment!
The single fledgling is still being regularly sighted and spending much time foraging in the canopy of
manna gums along with the other HeHos. It was wonderful to
hear the persistent begging we are all familiar with- the
sounds of success! The parents were keeping a close eye
on it, and it responded very well to alarm calls. We are still
unsure of the sex because on two occasions Bruce and I
have failed to trap it for banding and bleeding.
We were happy with how the birds had established
themselves at O’Shannassy Site A, so decided to release the
2022 cohort of captive bred birds to a section of habitat
600m to the west. The idea being that the birds could still
move between the two sites and interact with each other. We
Wild fledgling at Site A, largely independent but still
shifted the soft release enclosures and prepared them for the
pestering Mum and Dad for food.
new arrivals. The release birds had their medical checks,
Image: N Bradsworth
were measured, microchipped, leg-banded and had VHF
transmitters attached to their tails before being placed into the aviaries for three nights prior to
release. We released 16 birds at the new “Site B” with
another two birds to release in a couple of weeks. We had a
wonderful group of people assist with the releases including
Healesville Sanctuary HeHo keepers, General Managers,
Directors and Finance Officers, along with incredibly friendly
and generous donors. Meeting these people and having
their assistance was a real highlight of the 2022 releases
after the small release teams in 2021 due to COVID-19.
The releases attracted some media interest, great for the
birds and this work to be recognised! We had a spot on the
7pm ABC News bulletin by the ABC and Zoos Victoria
created a short video about the 2022 releases that I
recommend watching: https://youtu.be/i6Kr_dFrIbs

Captive bred Heho at soft release aviary ‘chatting’ to
friends at the new site
Image: N Bradsworth
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It has been a month since the first birds
were released and so far, they are doing
well. We’ve had two birds move to Site A,
so it didn’t take them long to find their
other friends! Despite the entire release
cohort being from captivity they haven’t
been shy to explore or make use of the
natural food. Only days after the release,
birds were foraging in the canopy of large
mature manna gums. Considering most of
these birds have largely been confined to
aviaries of several metres in height, it’s
wonderful to see them so high and acting like wild honeyeaters. It is also reassuring seeing leftover
food at the feeding stations – the birds are finding their own! Good luck to the new release HeHos at
Site B! More updates to come in the next issue.

Seeds and Weeds

By Richard Case

Another diverse season, with Rubbish and Rivers, Snakes and Swifts, Seeds and Weeds.
March began at Parslow’s Bridge. Last month I thought I’d seen three tyres in the creek and I turned
up early to remove them. To my horror, there were 15 tyres which had been placed by fishermen to
make a bridge or dam on a more or less shallow, gravelly section. This was blocking and altering
stream flow, causing erosion. I started pulling them out, in the process finding bits of rope, fishing
line and eventually removing six abandoned yabby (and Platypus) traps, mostly pretty old. I got 4
tyres out, loaded the car and went to meet the others. We all went down to Parslow’s to remove the
rest of the tyres and pick up several big bags of rubbish from the bush. On to our next venture. I
asked part of the crew to collect Woolly Tea-Tree and Scented Paperbark from near Giles Road. They
also collected two samples which had us guessing until we ran into Michelle Faram later at the
Nursery. The first was the paperbark-like leaves of Prickly Bush-pea. The second was a photo. With
no sense of scale, we could zoom in to see the Epacris or Erica-like flowers, familiar, yet not. Again,
with Michelle’s help, these proved to be the TINY flowers of Prickly Broom-heath, magnified larger
than we could comprehend. The second part of the crew went to Manuka Meadows East with long
loppers to look for Swamp Gum and Mountain Swamp Gum.
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On the way we saw SWIFTS, with five visible about 1000’ up through a window in the foliage. With no
binocs they looked like Spine-tails (OK, White-throated Needletails), the first and last ones I saw this
season, filled with rains for much of Eastern Australia. Moving
on, we came to some Swamp Gum overhanging the track
which we collected. Nearby, a Grass Skink basked on the
embankment. Walking back, keen young eyes averted me from
my collision course with a Lowland Copperhead, about 1m
Sunday 26th June
long, moving away from us and disappearing behind a log.
th

Seeds & Weeds Dates

There followed a discussion about the similarities of the
extremely dangerous dark Yellingbo Copperheads and the less
potent Red-bellied Black Snakes. After lunch, we headed past
the pipeline to collect Sweet Bursaria, a prickly and fiddly
shrub. A lovely, fresh Swordgrass Brown butterfly wafted past
and we collected Red-fruit Saw-sedge on the way back.
I had to cancel the April day due to another covid close
contact. Gladly that’s all it was.
In May, we had been asked to remove Blackberry and Ivy from
existing reveg plots that needed shrub infill planting to make
them better habitat for the Helmeted Honeyeaters. The crew

Sunday 10 July

Sunday 14th August

Sunday 11th September
All events start at 9.30am from the
Nursery, 1217 Macclesfield Rd
All events are automatically cancelled for COVID restrictions
and severe weather including winds gusts at or exceeding 50
kph, thunderstorm, total fire ban and code red days. Please
check Yarra Glen forecast and Bureau of Meteorology
warnings at 5pm the day before.

* All volunteers must be double
vaccinated
Carpooling may be necessary, please bring a face

mask and hand sanitiser
collected seed from the area and they were also able to spot
more weeds I wasn’t aware of, removing two bags of Tree
Tobacco and one Ragwort! Meanwhile we removed four bags of Ivy and left about two car loads of
Blackberry canes on-site to dry out, taking away one bag of Blackberry roots. This was hard work
and the crew did a great job, with 2.5 cells cleared of Blackberry. Afterwards I set the seed we had
collected out to dry in the shed and as I left, the full moon was rising over Lake Yellingbo. What a
wonderful place!

Nursery News
By Michelle Faram

Taking advantage of the extended mild weather, the Nursery Team have continued
to produce lots of lovely new plants over the past couple of months. With the nursery
about to reach its holding capacity and bursting at the seams, despite the plants that went out for
revegetation projects over the summer, it was time to start packing the Autumn/Winter plant orders.
With lots of orders to have ready for the following months, the team has been busy sorting and
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packing plants for revegetation projects in
the Cardinia and Yarra Ranges Council
areas for Melbourne Water and private
landholder projects, along with projects at
Healesville and Yellingbo.
One of the biggest orders we have work
on was 10,000 plants for a project at
Pam and Marita preparing orders (above),
Robin re-staining picnic tables (below)
Image: M Faram

Corranderrk. We were required to supply
200 crates of 50 plants, with a mix of
selected plant species. The volunteers
and staff worked in small teams and
quickly got into a good routine. The order
was completed over a couple of weeks in
time for the required collection and
planting dates. We have continued to put
together other orders and have also
Robin and Pete building the potting mix
completed 2,000 plants for planting by
bay
the Friends of Leadbeaters Possum and
Image: M Faram
Junior Field Naturalists groups at Young’s
Swamp, in the Yellingbo Reserve. Also a further 3,000 plants for

another site, Burrungma Biik, within the Reserve to be planted by our new Environmental Coordinator,
Eliza and groups of school students.
We have a long wish list of projects to undertake at the nursery and with the assistance of our trusty
volunteers, Robin and Pete, we were recently able to complete the extension of our potting mix
storage bin and the re-staining of our picnic tables. We can now cross these tasks off our list.

And the finished
products- a new
posting mix bay and
‘like-new’ picnic
tables

Image: M Faram
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Beyond Yellingbo

By Helen Corney

How time flies when you are having fun! It has now been six months since I began
my role with the Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater as the Project Facilitator for Beyond Yellingbo
after Gaye’s retirement. What a whirlwind learning curve! The Beyond Yellingbo initiative engages
landholders along creeks and tributaries in the district to undertaken habitat restoration. Gaye
provided me with a generous handover, guiding me through the many aspects of the facilitator role
including a tour of the local area, visits to the reserve, meetings with various stakeholders and the
handover of administration. Gaye’s generosity and graciousness in preparing me for the role is much
appreciated.
I have had several visits to the reserve and was extremely fortunate in my first week to be greeted by
a flock of beautiful Helmeted Honeyeaters – a HeHo Herald indeed! A full day in the field under the
expertise of Bruce Quin was a wonderful way to experience the Yellingbo swamp and the HeHo
habitat. Apart from assisting Bruce with the regular supplementary feeding, we also waded through
swampy areas to inspect nests, and rescue eggs from abandoned nests. We even had to wrestle
with a pesky leech or two that made their presence felt!
I began property visits in November, working closely with Rowan Hore (MW), Sander Groeneveld
(Diverse Bush Management) and Tim Brown (Ribbons of Green – Yarra Ranges). This collaborative
on-ground team effort, results in visits that are rich in combined knowledge and skills. So many
landholders are implementing conservation works on their properties, which yield positive gains for
habitat protection and restoration for the HeHo and other wildlife. In January, I visited properties
along Emerald Creek to complete the final phase of the Birds to Butterfields (B2B) project. Another
eight properties along Emerald Creek have become valuable participants in the B2B project,
undertaking pest animal and plant control on their properties. This work will complement a Melbourne
Water capital project along Emerald Creek tackling large woody weeds such as Holly and Sweet
Pittosporum. We anticipate that the B2B project funding will be acquitted this year.
Getting to know the committee and staff of the Friends of the HeHo has been another highlight for
me. I have spent time in the nursery, where Michelle, Shirley and the volunteers have been very
welcoming. It is lovely to work alongside the volunteers and to have the guidance of Michelle and
Shirley in plant propagation and care. Eliza Lamb (incoming Environmental Coordinator) and I were
treated to a guided visit to Haining farm where Lachlan, Parks Vic ranger and Melanie, the outgoing
Environment Coordinator, provided background and insights into the planning behind this reserve
and highlighted the successes and challenges of managing this aspirational project. The steering
committee have been wonderful to bounce ideas around with and to lean on for support as I find my
feet.
It was exciting to meet some of the local residents face-to-face at our Beyond Yellingbo and FOHH
Community Field Day on 19 May 2022. We spent a productive morning, getting to know one another,
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discussing the Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater and the Beyond Yellingbo project, and fighting
off the cold by planting over 300 plants into the reserve! The aim of the planting was to increase the
prickly thicket habitat that is so important to the HeHos. What a great team effort! We received a
brief visit from a few HeHos inspecting our handy work – a welcome surprise for those who have not
yet seen them in the wild.
Finally, with the help of Sue Tardiff, I have been working on advertising the next phase of the BY
project which targets the Cockatoo and Shepherd Creeks. These waterways have been prioritised as
important habitat for the Helmeted Honeyeaters and so recruiting landholders along these creeks to
undertake habitat restoration work on their land is critical. If you have any friends living in this area,
please encourage them to get in touch with me to discuss how we can assist them in bringing about
positive and wide-reaching environmental change on their land.
Thank you to all for welcoming me into the community and I look forward to meeting more of you in
the coming months.

A privileged role

By Sue Tardif & Amy Gregorovich

Amy and I have been working together quite closely over the
past 18 months, but its genesis started a couple of years before
that. I first met Amy when she was looking for a way to gain on-ground experience in the field she
was studying, environmental science. For the savvy, volunteering in an organisation like the Friends
of the Helmeted Honeyeater can open up possibility. For us, it’s exciting when we can be a part of a
young person’s journey from student of conservation, into change-maker.
In late 2020, Amy joined the Friends’ Committee of Management and accepted the ‘social media
portfolio’. Great! Personally, I don’t use social media, but maintaining the FoHHs Facebook page is a
core task, so Amy’s help in the early days was invaluable! Fast forward a year and whilst another
experienced FoHH volunteer, Dorothy Scott, and I are introducing Amy to a new experience for her of
grant writing, the seed of an idea emerges. Amy takes up the story…

Over to you, Amy…

The Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater have been joined by numerous

young people passionate about local conservation through our ‘Next
Generation of Conservationists’ program and now the FoHH Youth
Reference Group. Most of these new volunteers are studying environmental science and
conservation/land management at university or TAFE and are really excited to be out in nature
gaining hands-on skills after two years of lockdown.
The newly formed Youth Reference Group aims to give younger people an opportunity to volunteer
with the friends group on an ad-hoc basis, dedicating their time to our citizen science activities when
it suits their family, work, and study commitments. We also hope it will evolve into a group that can
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provide input into communications on social media, helping us reach other interested members of
the community.
Our first in-person event was on the 28th of April, where we were joined by James Frazer from
Melbourne Water to conduct a twilight frog survey at McColls Swamp, on the Woori Yallock Creek
arm of Yellingbo Nature Conservation Area. Firstly, we conducted a visual search of the vegetation
on the water’s edge of the swamp, looking for the introduced ‘Banana Box Frog’. Before the sun set,
we also took acoustic recordings of the frog calls at two locations in the swamp using the Frog
Census App. This pinpointed the presence of the Victorian Smooth Froglet. Once the sun set, other
species came out to play on the tracks, including the Striped Marsh Frog and the Eastern Banjo Frog.

We all had a blast, with our attendees sharing their highlights for the night..

The feeling of being out, exploring
and learning in the field again.
Alongside the joy of knowing it's just
the beginning of a new journey of
discovery at Yellingbo!
Zali

After not having much field work
experience, seeing a number of
different frog species was so
rewarding, and being able to see and
learn the difference between them in
real life makes me want to keep
coming back to conservation work.

It was so exciting to see so many
frogs up close and personal, and
great to have James there to
share his knowledge to ID the
species and share fun facts. Can't
wait to get back out there again!
Issy

Georgia

Our next event is on the 8th of June, where we will conduct a mid-winter frog survey at McColls
Swamp led by the Youth Reference Group members. If you’re aged 18-31+, you’re invited! Details
here: https://www.helmetedhoneyeater.org.au/get-involved/come-to-an-event-2/
This is not an exclusive group. We welcome, and encourage, the involvement of all young people
with an interest in the natural world. To find out more, please contact Sue
(friendsvolunteer1989@gmail.com) who will put you in touch with Amy J
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Coordinator’s Column
By Eliza Lamb

It has been a whirlwind few months getting settled into my role at FoHH since starting
a few months ago in March. My predecessor, the lovely Dr Melanie Birtchnell did a wonderful job of
showing me the ropes and I have really appreciated her support whilst I find my feet.
I have a background in early childhood education and disability and have
So a little bit about me… combined this with a degree in Environmental and Conservation Science. I
was (and still am) a volunteer with the Friends and DELWP for several years
before taking on the role of Environmental Coordinator and am active in Landcare. I live locally and
love spending time with my partner and two young children out in nature... my favourite place to be!
Some highlights of the last few months:

1

Getting to spend time out in the field with Simon Dent and talk
habitat restoration. Simon is a wealth of knowledge, and he
has been so helpful in bringing me up to speed.

2

Working alongside Sue Tardiff, Michelle Faram and Helen
Corney who are all incredibly talented and knowledgeable and
have been so helpful in getting me settled in.

3

Running the Kids and Conservation sessions with Sue Tardiff.

4

Welcoming school groups on site and see them experience for the first time, the magic that is
Yellingbo Nature Conservation Area.

5

Having the Dandenong Ranges Homeschool group visit for an educational
session and planting 300 plants around the Depot area. What an amazing
group!

6

Visiting Macclesfield Primary School to give a presentation to the year 4
and 5 students and tell them all about the Ambassador program. I am
really looking forward to welcoming four of those students to Yellingbo for
educational sessions throughout the year.

7
8

Image: E Lamb

Spending time getting to know the nursery volunteers, especially around
morning tea time "
% a fun and energetic group!
$
#
Finally, being supported by the FoHH committee and being given a chance
to work with Helmeted Honeyeaters every day. Thank you, what a dream come true!
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Image: E Lamb

Kids & Conservation

W
exc e’re
ann ited t
oun o
new ce a
pro
gra
m!

Kids & Conservation Mornings
Come and enjoy an adventure with like-minded people in the natural environment at Yellingbo through nature
play, conservation activities and sharing stories together.
The program is for families with 0-12 year old children and will actively include parents/ grandparents/ carers
and older siblings. We can all help the wildlife whilst enjoying the outdoors, no matter our age!
Events are free but registrations are essential. Visit
www.helmetedhoneyeater.org.au/get-involved/come-to-an-event-2/
for more details.

The Friends of the Helmeted
Honeyeater thank the Yarra
Ranges Council Small Grants
Program and the Andrews
Foundation who have enabled us
to purchase some much needed
start-up equipment
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Helping a Heho
Donate

Purchase
You can also support our
work by choosing gifts
from our beautiful new
online shop.

Donations can be made
through our website on a
new donation platform
GiveNow

Scan to donate

Scan to shop
ch!

Must-have Mer

Enjoying fresh Wintery weather is easy
with a cable knit Heho beanie and a warm
cup of tea in a bone China Heho mug!

Heho Supporters

Donations are very important to us and help support the
variety of conservation activities FoHH undertakes for our
special bird. So our thanks go to the generosity of...

Virginia Wallace Jonathon McConchie Lily Flynn Zuvele Leschen Peter Cranston John
Augustus Robert Panjkov Davey Family Robin Young Anne Bowtell Phil Johnston
Mariea Pacheco Stephen Garth Sandra Martig Ian Whyte Prue Dilena Maryane
Anderson Kathleen Cameron Rachel Potter Robert Taylor Kent Burgess Kiandra
Ward/Anderton Karl Van Buuren Robin and Keith Anker Shirley Everitt Anne Taylor
Amanda Luck Andrew McLean Alan Clayton Ruben Buttigieg Johan Topma Christina
Scarlett Beverley Faram Irene Pearey Cluny Ferguson Wesley College Andrew Kelly
Jan Fleming J Dear Susie May Stevens
If you shop at IGA, you can nominate
FoHH on your Community Benefits
Card and 0.5% of your shopping
docket will be directed to us.

FoHH would like to acknowledge the
ongoing support from Yarra Ranges
Shire for printing and distribution of
the Heho Herald.
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Contacts

Image: M Serong

Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater Office & Nursery
Address 1217 Macclesfield Road, Yellingbo 3139
Post PO Box 131 Woori Yallock 3139
p) 5964 8341
e) info@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au
www.helmetedhoneyeater.org.au

Committee Members
President Alan Clayton e) president@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Vice President Gretchen Szabat
Secretary Stephen Garth e) secretary@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Treasurer Suzanne Cox e)
treasurer@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au General Members Robin Young, Sue Bendel, Richard Case,
Virginia Wallace, Amy Gregorovich and Andrew Kelly

Support roles
Nursery Manager Michelle Faram e) plantnursery@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Environmental
Coordinator Eliza Lamb e) environmentalcoordinator@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au DELWP
Ornithologist Bruce Quin Seeds and Weeds Coordinator Richard Case Community Engagement
Facilitator Sue Tardif e) friendsvolunteer1989@gmail.com Fundraising Coordinator Dorothy Scott
e) dorothy@avonsfield.com.au Beyond Yellingbo Project Coordinator Helen Corney e)
beyondyellingbo@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Merchandise Sue Bendel e)
merchandise@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Newsletter Editor Melanie Treweek Dunn e)
newsletter@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Webmaster Stephen Garth e)
webmaster@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au

FoHH respectfully acknowledge the Wurundjeri People as the Traditional Custodians of the lands
known as Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve. We recognise their continuing connection to
land, water and wildlife and pay our respect to Elders past, present and emerging.
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